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Abstract 
Digital watermarking has an important application to protect and authenticate the medical images. To perform accordingly 
one of the most commonly used methods is region based operation, i.e. the whole image is partitioned into two regions 
called region of interest (ROI) and region of non-interest (RONI). The ROI contained all important information from 
diagnosis point of view which could not be altered or distorted by any further operation and need reversibility i.e. complete 
recovery of the data through detection on the other end. The RONI contained some information (patient information, 
hospital logo etc.) for authentication; hence demands are robustness against various attack operations. Here we have 
proposed a joint robust and reversible watermarking scheme that shows its efficiency in terms of integrity, authenticity and 
robustness. 
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1. Introduction 
Due to the enormous growth of latest technologies in computer networks and communication systems, 
usual practice during recent times as a form of e-healthcare [1] or tele-diagnosis system. This type of 
application demands a large amount of patient information is available in a single image using secure 
communication between two parties, which require additional attention for image protection (availability, 
confidentiality and reliability).To attained this objective the concept of watermarking can be applied to enable 
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the sharing and remote handling of medical images. This allows perpetual relationship of the image content 
with evidences of its reliability (i.e. authenticity and integrity) by modifying the image pixel values. 
Digital watermarking algorithms must follow the following two important properties: firstly, it should be 
implemented in such a way that the visual quality degradation should not be perceptible by any human beings 
(called imperceptibility) and at the same time it cannot be removed by some common image processing 
application (called its robustness). Secondly, a good watermark algorithm should be capable to embed more 
amount of payload into a host signal without disturbing its imperceptibility and robustness. However each 
property has its own limitation and conflict with each other. It will be a challenging task to design a good 
algorithm by coupling both the concept of reversibility and robustness with proper optimization. 
Literature on digital watermarking is quite rich by this time [1-14] and broadly they can be classified into 
two major groups: 1) Reversible Watermarking (RW) and 2) Robust Watermarking. Many researchers have 
work with these techniques, among them 
scheme is quite popular one, since it is invertible even if the LSBs of the transform pixels are lost. Similarly for 
robust watermarking, wavelet based spread spectrum (SS) technique is very much useful mainly for its 
imperceptibility and robustness property. Reversible watermarking can be used for authentication check of an 
image where robustness is less concern, at the same time it is also equally important that the overall content of 
an image should not get altered or modified by any kind of attack which can be assured by its robustness. To 
resolve this situation in this paper we have proposes a joint robust and RW scheme on gray scale medical image 
applications. Initially we have divided the whole image into two regions: Region of interest (ROI) and Region 
of Non-Interest (RONI). To generate a watermarked image, ROI has been modified or embedded using RW, 
whereas the RONI has been embedded with robust watermarking. 
The rest of the paper is summarised as follows: Section 2 presents a brief literature review and Section 
3presents the mathematical model of the proposed algorithm in two subsections. Section 4presents watermark 
embedding and retrieving process in detail. Section 5 gives experimental results and the conclusions are drawn 
in section 6. 
2. Literature Review 
There are two types of watermarking schemes generally used to protect digital images: Reversible or lossless 
watermarking and robust watermarking. RW is useful to check authenticity of an image. Most of the reversible 
watermarking schemes are fragile, i.e. these kinds of watermarks are easily destroyed by any kind of intentional 
or unintentional attack. Recent advancements in this field have shown that some of the reversible watermarks 
[2] are semi fragile even robust up to a certain degree of modification or alteration. Robust watermarking can 
withstand the effect of intentional or unintentional attacks like compression, scaling, cropping, filtering, etc., 
hence it is useful for copyright protection applications. 
In literature, out of many integers transform based RW algorithm, D Coltuc et.al. [3]first proposed RCM 
algorithm, according to his algorithm an integer transform is defined over each pairs of pixels. The 
transformation is perfectly invertible even if the LSBs of the transformed pixel pairs are lost and it does not 
need any additional data compression stage. During detection, the original image is perfectly recoverable by 
using a location map which keeps tracks of the transformed pairs and the LSBs of the unchanged pairs of 
pixels. To reduce this degree of dependency on location map, he improved his algorithms to make a generalized 
form [4], if the transformation 
of n, the size of location map will reduced as a result the embedding capacity will improved as well as the 
computational complexity will be reduced. Later on he promoted another algorithm [5] based on high capacity 
and low computational cost RCM based RW scheme, provides bit rates greater than 1 bpp in a single pass. The 
increment in bit rate happens as a result of without considering any particular location map to retrieve the 
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embedded information. Finally he proposed another modified algorithm [6] where the RCM scheme provides 
robustness against cropping. 
Similarly, in literatures we have seen that SS watermarking [9-14] used different transformation like discrete 
cosine transform (DCT), discrete Fourier transform (DFT), discrete wavelet transform (DWT), integer wavelet 
transform (IWT) etc. out of many important techniques IWT [7-8] based SS algorithms provides good 
robustness, imperceptibility and higher computational speed. Moreover, an integer wavelet coefficient causes 
no loss in signal value during data processing. 
It is seen that none of the previous works focuses on mixing up the concept of RW (based on RCM) and 
robust watermarking (based on IWT based SS approach) to avail the benefits of both of these families. In this 
paper we have try to realize a new algorithm by combining both robust and RW concept to maximize the 
imperceptibility and robustness. 
3. Mathematical Model of Proposed Algorithm 
Our proposed robust and reversible watermarking algorithm is shown in Fig.1. Detail discussions with 
different modules are given in the following sub sections. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1. Block diagram representation of the proposed robust and reversible watermarking. 
The original or cover image is separated into two set of images called ROI and RONI image of same size 
with its original one, on the basis of morphological operations or by specifying polygon region of interest in 
MATLAB. In a morphological operation, the value of each pixel in the output image is based on a comparison 
of the corresponding pixel in the input image with its neighbours i.e. in morphological image processing 
operation an image get processed on the basis of its shape. By using some (dilation, erosion, closing and 
thickening) morphological operation we can create binary mask as shown in Fig.3 (B). In Fig.3 (B) the white 
portion of an image contained ROI and the black portion contained RONI. Excluding X-ray image, the mask for 
rest of the images created by morphological operation and for X-ray image we have considered polygon ROI 
based MATLAB command roipoly or poly2mask. 
3.1. RW using RCM 
bit image, the forward transforms pairs of pixels is defined as: 
 x ' 2x y, y' 2y x                                                                                                                    (1) 
To avoid overflow and underflow problem, the transformed pairs are restricted to a rhombic sub-domain 
D [0,L]x[0,L] defined by the following equations:  
0 2x y L,0 2y x L         (2) 
and the inverse transform for the corresponding pixels pairs are defied as: 
x (2x ' y ') / 3 , y (x ' 2y') / 3        (3) 
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Where, .  is a ceil function. According to the property of reversibility, the forward and inverse 
After using forward transformation on a pair of pixels we get: 
x ' y ' x y,x ' y ' 3(x y)         (4)  
i.e. by using RCM, contrast of an image get increases without modifying its gray level average value. 
3.2. Robust Watermarking using Spread Spectrum(SS) 
Out of many techniques, SS modulation based watermarking [9-14] is one of the most renounced 
methodologies used for robust watermarking.  The wavelet based SS watermarking method is very much useful 
mainly for its imperceptibility and robustness property. According to this technique each watermark bit is 
spread over wide spectrum of the host image through the use of pseudo noise (PN) code pattern. If B denote the 
binary watermark bit string having length of L bits. 
B= {b1,b2,b3 L}, where ib (1,0)        (5) 
If the symbol 
form watermark sequence IW by performing the following operation. 
 
                         (6) 
 
Where, (PQ) j th bit of the watermark. The 
watermarked data IW can be obtained by embedding watermark information W into the original data I by using 
the following expression. 
         (7) 
 
watermark embedding strength and its proper choice will optimize the maximum amount of 
allowable distortion. 
The detection of the watermarked data is based on decision variable ti obtained by evaluating the zero-lag 
spatial cross-covariance function between the watermarked data IW and each code pattern Pi.  Using some 
specific case the simplified form of decision variable ti can be mathematically represented as follows: 
 
               (8) 
 
                  (9) 
 
Where I is the cover image, mI(I) is the mean value of cover image pixel values/coefficients, IW is the 
watermarked image pixel value/coefficient and Pi is the ith spreading code. Then ith decision variable (ti) using 
jth binary watermark bit bj can be represented by (8). The value, <pi, I> represent the host signal interference 
(HSI) and j<pi, pj> represent the multiple bit interference (MBI) effect of SS. The ith embedded watermark 
bit is extracted by using the following equation. 
  
                                                                 (10) 
 
 
Where sgn represent signum function which acts as a hard detector. The extracted watermark bit bi is 
detected as 0 if ti>0 else as 1.  
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Fig. 2. Proposed spread spectrum based watermark embedding and retrieving process 
4. Watermark Embedding and Retrieving 
 The watermark embedding and retrieving process for both the techniques has been defined in details using 
the following sub-sections. 
4.1. Watermark Embedding and Retrieving Process using RCM 
a. RCM based Data Embedding Process for RW: 
The data embedding procedure is summarized by using the following flowchart: 
 First you make partition entire original image into a non-overlapping group of pair of pixels. The 
pairing can be done horizontally, vertically or by any specific choice or for any specific area. If we 
make pair horizontally, then the total size of matrix represent horizontal pairing have same number of 
column and half of the number of rows of its original. Otherwise if we make pairing vertically the size 
of matrix will be same number of rows and half of number of column of its original. 
 Generate a watermark bit using random sequence generation with equal size of group of pair of pixels. 
 For each pair of pixel (x, y) choose a forward transform pair based on linearization process.  
 Apply forward transform to a particular pair of pixel  according to the following conditions: 
 Subset 1: If the pixel pair (x, y) belongs to the RCM domain and if both the numbers are not 
odd in nature transform the pixel pair using chosen forward transform pair and set the Least 
Significant Bit (LSB) of  as 1 and the LSB of  by corresponding watermark bit (0 or 1). 
 Subset 2: If the pixel pair (x, y) belongs to the RCM domain and if both the numbers are odd 
x as 0 and LSB of y by 
corresponding watermark bit (0 or 1). 
 Subset 3: If the pixel pair (x, y) does not belongs to the RCM domain simply set the LSB of x 
as 0 and save the true value of y for retrieving process. 
 Now for multi times embedding we can apply the whole process for several times in a cyclic manner.  
 
b. RCM based Data Retrieving Process for RW: 
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The process to recovery of the original images and watermark bits can be summarized by the following 
steps: 
 The watermarked images is grouped into pair of pixels in a same fashion used during embedding and 
consider the particular reverse transform pair from table 1 with its correspondence forward transform 
pair. 
 For each transformed pair perform the following operation under subjected conditions: 
 If the transformation had done according to subset 1, i.e. if the LSB of  is 1, extract the LSB of 
store it as detected watermark bit into its correspondence positions. Also set the LSB of  by 0 and 
reconstruct the original pair by applying chosen reverse transform. 
 If the transformation had done according to subset 2, i.e. if the transformed pair belongs to RCM domain 
and contained odd values extract the LSB of  and store it as detected watermark bit into its 
correspondence positions. Also set the LSB of  by 1 to reconstruct the original pair. 
 if the transformation had done according to subset 3, i.e. if the transformed pair does not belongs to the 
value extracted from the watermark sequence. 
4.2. Watermark Embedding and Retrieving Process using SS 
The watermark embedding and retrieving process using integer wavelet based technique is shown in Fig.2. 
Here we have considered gray scale medical images as an input. Then an image is divided into different bands 
using integer to integer wavelet lifting scheme. By using this process an image will be decomposed into four 
subsequent bands in every level of abstraction. After first level of decomposition we obtained LL1, LH1, HL1 
and HH1 sub-bands. Repeating the same for LL1 sub-band produces LL2, LH2, HL2 and HH2 and so on. 
Consider HL2and LH2 band to embed the patients or hospital information (here we have consider a gray scale 
logo). Apply convolution encoding to encode the watermark bit (logo) into the coefficients of sub bands using 
(7) and for decoding purpose we have use viterbi decoder algorithm. 
5. Experimental Results 
Performance of the proposed image watermarking scheme is evaluated over a large number of images of 
different size (512x512, 256x256), 8-bit per pixel gray scale images. In the present work we have used peak-
signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR), mean-structure-similarity-index (MSSIM) and kullback-leibler distance (KLD) as 
distortion and security measure for the watermarked image under inspection with respect to the original image. 
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Fig.3 (A) shows the original images has been considered for watermark embedding and Fig.3 (B) is their 
corresponding binary mask. By multiplying the corresponding mask image with its original counterpart we can 
separate the ROI (using white portion of the mask) and RONI regions (using black portion of the mask). The 
first two figures of Fig. 4 (A) i.e. (a) indicates watermark logo of 32x32 sizes and (b) indicates another logo of 
16x16 sizes, those  has been used to embed in RONI region which is robust in nature and the retrieved 
watermark after attack is shown in the last two figure of Fig. 4 (A) viz. (c) & (d) respectively. Practically we 
have seen that RONI can sustain with all kind of attacks except rotational attack as it affect the region of 
intersections. Fig.4 (A) shows that by using our proposed algorithms we can perfectly retrieve the watermark 
information as well as different patient and hospital information from their corresponding region to achieve our 
goal. The watermarked images are shown in Fig. 4 (B) for all test images i.e. X-ray, CT scan head, MRI head 
and MRI brain respectively at 0.49 bpp. 
Fig. 3. (A) Original images and (B) Mask images of (a) X-ray, (b) CT scan head, (c) MRI head and (d) MRI brain respectively{in Fig. 
(B) black portion indicates NROI and white portion indicates ROI as shown in (a)}; 
Table1.Imperceptibility of images in terms of PSNR, MSSIM and KLD 
Image (Size) PSNR(dB) MSSIM Payload Bit Rate (bpp) KLD 
X-Ray (512x512) 44.34 0.98 129886 0.490952 0.04368293 
MRI_brain (256x256) 44.85 0.97 32760 0.499756 0.6825951 
CT Scan_head (256x256) 45.89 0.95 32725 0.498688 0.838199 
MRI_head (256x256) 45.17 0.98 32668 0.496948 0.3742602 
 
Table 1 indicates the different test results against different images for performance evaluation of the 
proposed algorithm. In all the cases we have seen that the PSNR is more than 44 dB and MSSIM is around 
0.97. Also for different size of images we have calculate the bit rate of 0.49 in a single pass for ROI which is 
very close to the theoretical maximum 0.5 bpp. Furthermore we have calculated the embedding payload for 
ROI portion of an image which signifies that huge amount of information can be embedded during 
watermarking. KLD is one important security measure between two probability distribution function those are 
closely related with each other and widely used in steganography for security measurement. The lower value of 
KLD indicates images are much more secured under any noisy environment. From our simulation results it is 
clear that X-ray image can provide more security than others under similar circumstances. 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper we have presented the performance improvement of watermarking algorithm by using joint 
robust and RW scheme. In place of RW we have considered RCM based approach duo to its low mathematical 
complexity and robustness against cropping. However, IWT based SS technique have used to perform robust 
 
(A)
 
(B) 
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watermarking for its imperceptibility and robustness property. As medical images are very much sensitive to 
keep information intact during communication between two parties of e-healthcare or tele-diagnosis system, so 
our said algorithms will be able to provide continuous protection of gray scale images to make it more authentic 
and reliable. Simulation results reveal that the proposed scheme can be applicable for real time applications. 
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